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ABSTRACT

Without care, Hardware Transactional Memory presents several performance pathologies that can degrade its performance. Among them, writers of commonly read variables can suffer from starvation. Though different solutions have been proposed for HTM systems, hybrid systems can still suffer from this performance problem, given that software transactions don’t interact with the mechanisms used by hardware to avoid starvation.

In this paper we introduce a new per-directory-line hardware contention management mechanism that allows fairer access between both software and hardware threads without the need to abort any transaction. Our mechanism is based on “reserving” directory lines, implementing a limited fair queue for the requests on that line. We adapt the mechanism to the LogTM conflict detection mechanism and show that the resulting proposal is deadlock free. Finally, we sketch how the idea could be applied more generally to reader-writer locks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.4 [Processor Architectures]: Parallel Architectures.

General Terms
Design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our work is looking at the problem of providing reader-writer locking of data with the aim of supporting (i) fine-grained critical sections that may perform only a small number of memory accesses, (ii) longer critical sections during which threads may be descheduled, (iii) scalable critical sections, in the sense that the implementation should not introduce contention between concurrent readers, or between access to distinct critical sections, and (iv) fair access to critical sections, in the sense that writers should not be starved by a changing set of concurrent readers.

Existing approaches to reader-writer locking do not provide all four of these properties. For example, hardware transactional memory (HTM) can be used to implement fine-grained scalable critical sections by using hardware support to allow concurrent readers to access data in parallel along with low overhead entry and exit of critical sections. However, certain HTM implementations can allow a “starving writer” pathology [1] in which a set of readers continually prevents write access being granted.

Software implementations of reader-writer locking provide the flexibility to express different fairness properties, for example Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s fair-MRSW queue-based locks [10] do this by delaying read access to a lock when there is a waiting writer. This policy prevents writer starvation. However, entering and leaving a queue-based lock requires atomic compare-and-swap operations on shared fields (e.g. to maintain a reader count or to construct new queue nodes), causing contention in the lock’s implementation and limiting its scalability for fine-grained critical sections.

The approach we are investigating is to provide additional hardware support to try to combine the four desirable properties that we seek. In overview we wish to use LogTM-style HTM to support fine-grained critical sections and to then fall back to using explicit queue-based spin locks to support longer critical sections. We thus hope to reduce the overheads of using queue-based spin locks everywhere, while still providing the flexibility to express different policies, integration between the lock implementation and the scheduler, and so on.

In previous work we investigated the context of programs written using transactions rather than explicit critical sections. We examined, in simulation, a hybrid transactional memory using LogTM in hardware for executing short-running transactions, and falling back to Fraser’s STM built with queue-based spin-locks for longer-running or larger transactions. The resulting system proved to obtain a significant speedup over the baseline STM by removing some of the inherent costs such as managing read-set
and write-set data structures and managing the queue-based locks themselves.

In this paper we look at the other part of the problem: how to control fairness within the HTM so that (for example) writers cannot be starved. Our approach is to extend a directory-based cache to record a single “reservation” for each line. The reservation records which processor should be next to receive access to the line. For example, a processor wishing to obtain exclusive mode to the line, but finding itself starved by processors holding the line in shared mode, can establish a reservation and, after doing so, no subsequent shared mode access will be admitted.

This is preliminary work: we are working on a simulation of the technique, and we are also working on building queue-based spin-locks directly over it (for use from programs that are written using explicit locking, rather than our current focus on programs that are written with transactions).

2. BACKGROUND: STALLS IN THE BASELINE HTM

Eager update HTM systems update memory values “in place” and maintain the previous contents in an undo-log so that they can be written back to memory in case of conflict. Directory-based HTM with eager conflict detection relies on the coherence requests to detect a conflict with such a previously modified block. To implement this correctly in an eager-eager directory based system like LogTM [12] coherence requests are extended: whenever a transactional request arrives at a given node, if the request conflicts with the ongoing transaction a NACK (“Negative Acknowledgement”) reply is sent to the coherence requestor, temporarily denying access to the line. This prevents the requester from reading or writing transactionally modified lines.

Thus, this NACKing mechanism effectively provides a hardware-based lock on those lines read or modified during the transaction. It can be either read-locking when a transaction reads a line, in which case several transactions can concurrently access the line in shared state; or write-locking if the line has been modified by a transaction and is kept with exclusive coherence permissions.

This kind of multiple-reader, single-writer locking can lead to writer starvation on frequently read lines, as previously presented in [1]. This pathology is not specific to LogTM only, but to any HTM with eager conflict detection that stalls the requestor of conflicting addresses. This problem can occur if two processors are continually running transactions that hold the same cache line in their read set while a third processor is waiting to make a transactional write to that line. The putative writer will be continually NACKed while the readers continue executing transactions. A pathological example is shown in the code in Figure 1, where a is a shared variable initially set to 0, N is the thread count and th_id<N is a per-thread id. When there are enough threads running this code, execution never ends due to writer starvation; In our experiments we found that, without special congestion management, four threads are enough to block the system.

Figure 2 shows the coherence requests involved in this situation, where processors A and B are the readers holding the line containing a in shared mode, while C wants to update a. C sends a GETX (“get exclusive”) message to the directory which is forwarded to the line’s holders A and B. As long as A or B holds the line and is running transactionally then it will send a NACK to C. If A or B commits while the other remains in the transactional state, and then starts a new transaction that reads a again before the other’s commit, the situation will persist.

```
while (a < 1000){
    atomic{
        if ((a %N)==th_id) a++;
    }
}
```

Figure 1: Example code that stalls due to writer starvation

The solution presented in [1] relies in writers detecting that they are being starved and choosing to abort the readers that are obstructing them. This can be done by maintaining timestamps. While this removes the problem, it is only applicable to collisions between different HW transactions, not those between HW transactions and ordinary, non-transactional code. Also, the timestamp-based approach can cause unnecessary transactional aborts, as we will show later.

Hybrid Transactional Memory systems make use of HW transactions when possible, and otherwise run the original STM code. There are recent proposals (such as [2] and our own subsequent work [15]) designed to make use of generic HTM support. To allow for correct execution, HW transactions are typically extended to read and write parts of the STM’s concurrency-control data structures so that conflicts between HW and SW transactions are detected. This can improve performance over a pure-SW system because, when running in HW mode, several aspects of the STM are unnecessary, such as read and write set validation, commit copy of new values, and read and write sets management. After one or several aborts, the transactional mode of a processor is switched to software-only (SW) to execute the conflicting transaction.

The previously presented writer starvation problem is even more important in SW transactions in a hybrid system, given that the solution presented in [1] wouldn’t allow them to proceed. We have used our lock-based Hybrid TM system presented in [15] to simulate a red-black tree microbenchmark. We found that, with 32 threads and 32 processors, after starting a couple of thousand transactions, and depending on the program run, from 4 to 12 processors are stalling trying to modify some node which is frequently read because of its location close to the root.

![Figure 2: Writer Starvation in LogTM](image-url)
This starvation does not happen in the original lock-based STM, given that locks protecting STM objects are implemented using fair queues [10]: Each thread wishing to acquire the lock in read or write mode joins a queue of waiters in arrival order. The queue management prevents a reader from acquiring the lock if there is a previous writer waiting. This means that a thread wanting to write-lock a lock currently in read mode will have to wait for previous readers to finish, but no new read locks will be granted. Of course, absent contention, the baseline performance of this pure STM is poor compared with that of the HTM.

The idea in this work extends this fair queuing mechanism to the access to memory lines in presence of a directory-based implementation of HTM. We introduce Directory Reservations, a novel mechanism that enables threads to “reserve” directory lines access once they are NACKed by others, preventing any newcomer from accessing the line before the reserver. We show how this is equivalent to a limited form of fair queue, and present an extension to provide stronger fairness guarantees. This mechanism allows HW and SW transactions to coordinate access to frequently read and modified lines, without the need to abort remote transactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the general idea and details the hardware requirements. Section 4 introduces the specific details to make the directory reservations idea work with a LogTM-based Hybrid TM model. Section 5 presents some related work and we conclude with further line of work in section 6.

3. DIRECTORY RESERVATIONS: GENERAL IDEA

The general idea of Directory Reservations is that NACKed requests, such as those presented in Figure 2 (steps 1—3) will issue a reservation (RESERV) request to the directory to reserve the line. The directory is extended with new fields to support the new functionality, as presented in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the new behavior: After receiving a reservation request (4) from processor C, the directory sets the R flag for the line (R for Reserved) and records the requestor processor id C in the requestor field. An acknowledge message is sent to the requestor (step 5). The fields read_count and W will be discussed later.

### Figure 3: Directory additions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>addn</th>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>status</th>
<th>owner</th>
<th>sharers</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>requestor</th>
<th>read count</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Added fields**

Whenever any other processor D issues a GETX (“get exclusive”) or GETS (“get shared”) request for the same line (marked as step 6 in Figure 4), the request will arrive at the directory controller where the R flag is already set. After checking this flag, the directory controller will compare the requestor id, D, with the saved requestor field containing C. Being different, the controller determines that the current requestor is not the one that reserved the line, and sends a NACK message (step 7) to D without any need to forward the request to the current sharers.

However, if the requestor of the GETX or GETS is processor C (i.e. the one that reserved the line), the request will be forwarded to the corresponding processors (owner and sharers). If C receives new NACK replies, such as presented in Figure 2, it will have to repeat the request until it is successfully satisfied.

Eventually, in an idealized case, the blocking processors (A and B in Figure 2) will commit their transaction. When this happens, no new NACK will be issued to coherence requestor, so C will receive the valid data with the valid permissions. In this point, the final message from C to the directory clears both the R flag and the current requestor, and finishes the reservation.

However, in practice we must be careful because the processors executing A or B may themselves incur a conflict with a transaction executing in D (for example, this may be due to the transactions accessing different variables or objects that map to the same cache lines, different from a). This would cause a deadlock, e.g.: A waiting D, D waiting for C, and C waiting for A.

This can be addressed by extending the existing deadlock avoidance mechanism used in the HTM. In Section 4 we will specify how to combine our mechanism with the original deadlock avoidance mechanism in LogTM.

3.1 Limited fair queuing

The proposal as previously described enables any writer to proceed execution after the current holders of the line commit. However, it does not implement any queue for the remaining readers or writers. Once the reservation is cancelled, the rest of the requests will race for the line. Now we describe an optional alternative implementation providing a result equivalent to a limited fair queue.

We make use of the optional read_count field and W flag in the directory. Once the reservation has been set, any GETS request for the same line will be NACKed as explained previously, and the read_count will be incremented. To prevent counting the same read request twice, every request message includes a nack_count field, which is increased by the requestor cache on every retry. Only requests with nack_count = 0 increase the read_count in the directory. On the first GETX request not coming from the original requestor C, the W flag is set, and read_count is no longer incremented.

This ensures that if the block is requested in exclusive mode during a reservation, the read_count field will contain the count...

---

1 In fact, a single bit is enough for this purpose, but we consider a counter for future thread de-scheduling detection mechanisms.
of previous read requests for the block, which will have to be served before acknowledging any exclusive request. Once the original reservation is served, the directory will continue to keep the \( W \) flag set, and decrease \( \text{read\_count} \) on every \text{GETS} request served. When \( \text{read\_count} \) reaches 0 and the \( W \) bit is set, only a single \text{GETX} request will success (and, in case of a new conflict, generate a new reservation). Meanwhile, exclusive requests are NACKed by the directory.

This design does not implement a real queue, given that the directory is not aware of the identity of read and write requestors. Once the original reservation is served, only the amount of read requests before any write request will be preserved. If new readers try to access the line, nothing prevents them from doing so before the next writer succeeds. If a new writer comes and wins the request race, its request will be satisfied. However, this is enough to make sure that the proportion of sharers and writers in the queue is satisfied. We consider that this mechanism is fair in that, on average, the waiting times for sharers and writers is the same as it would be with a real queue.

### 3.2 Thread de-scheduling and migrating

Given that LogTM transactions block accesses that conflict with its read or write set, thread de-scheduling is an important issue for HW transactions. Signature-based solutions for this have been proposed in [16].

However, in this section we present how to prevent starvation when a thread waiting for a reserved line is de-scheduled. If the thread holding the reservation is de-scheduled by the OS, when the resource becomes free, there will be no request for the line. This will prevent other threads from accessing the line.

This case does not generate a deadlock, but a temporal starvation; in the same manner of thread de-scheduling for a thread which is waiting in a queue. To cover this last case, in [8] a new mechanism is proposed to detect threads that have been descheduled. Waiting threads periodically "publish evidence" that they are still iterating, in the form of a timestamp increase. If other thread finds that this timestamp has not been increased in a long time, it can "jump ahead" the queue.

In our case, we might consider a timer in the directory (not depicted in Figure 3), which cancels the reservation when it expires. This timer is reset on every \text{GETX} request received from the processor holding the reservation. The timer duration will be set to several times (2 or 3) the delay between requests, to cover the case of network congestion delaying a request. A similar case must be considered for readers and writers if using the limited fair queuing proposed in section 3.1.

### 3.3 Directory compacting

The directory block presented in Figure 3 includes a significant memory overhead for this mechanism: two new flags, the requestor id field and a new counter on each memory block. However, it can be simply reduced by adding an additional Reservation Table (RT) in the directory to hold reservation values. This RT, with a low amount of blocks would contain all fields except the \( R \) flag, and would be addressed by the block address. We consider that 8 or 16 entries will do the work most of the time, as we expect that few processors hold reservations, and only on a single line each, distributed across all of the directory controllers. Figure 5 shows an example with a RT with three entries.

With this design, when a given directory request finds the \( R \) flag set, the RT is searched for an entry containing the given block address, containing the remaining fields. If a new reservation comes and there is no empty line, the reservation won’t be made.

The additional area overhead of the directory is minimal: one bit per line. Moreover, the addition of the \( R \) bit doesn’t affect the directory access time, given that its check can be made in parallel with other fields, such as the status of the line. Delay is only increased in the case of the reservation being active, which is the uncommon case and not in the critical path. In that case, considering that involved processors are waiting for each other, which is a long wait by nature, the increase of a few cycles shouldn’t affect performance significantly.

Finally, the amount of coherence messages in the network, and thus the bandwidth used, are not seriously increased by the mechanism. The reservation request (step 4 in Figure 4) is needed to end the NACKed memory operation in the directory side. Repeated requests that are NACKed while a line is reserved are required to provide fairness, and the use of an exponential backoff mechanism would reduce congestion in the access to the directory controller. The rest of the messages correspond with the original coherence requests.

### 4. DIRECTORY RESERVATIONS FOR LOGTM-BASED HYBRID SYSTEMS

To integrate this mechanism with LogTM, some changes have to be applied to the general idea in Section 3. First of all, the processors that are sharing a line and NACKing a request (4 and B in Figure 4) need to invalidate their local copy of the line after commit. Otherwise, they might start a new transaction after commit that also reads the same line. To this end, we add a new \text{requested} flag to the L1 caches, which is set by a directory indication when the reserved block is requested. When the processor commits, all of the \text{requested} lines in the local cache are invalidated, or sent back to the directory if they have been modified.

As commented in Section 3, the general scheme might deadlock when used with LogTM. In the original LogTM proposal in [12] the deadlock avoidance system is based on timestamps for each transaction. The timestamp is, essentially, the clock cycle in which a transaction begins, and is held for the whole transaction. Thus, "older" transactions have lower timestamps. There is no serialization or commit arbitration based on the timestamp; it is used only to prevent deadlock. This mechanism works as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{addr} & \text{DATA} & \text{stat} & \text{Own} & \text{sharers} & \text{R} \\
\hline
\text{addr} & \text{DATA} & \text{stat} & \text{Own} & \text{sharers} & \text{R} \\
\hline
\text{addr} & \text{DATA} & \text{stat} & \text{Own} & \text{sharers} & \text{R} \\
\hline
\text{addr} & \text{DATA} & \text{stat} & \text{Own} & \text{sharers} & \text{R} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 5**: Compact directory implementation.
if a given processor sends a NACK to another processor, and then receives a NACK from another processor, there might be a deadlock in the system. In this case, there will be at least one processor in the dependency cycle having NACKed an older processor, and having received a NACK from an older processor (lower timestamp). In this case, this processor aborts its own transaction. To detect this case, each processor has a given possible cycle bit which is set when the processor sends a NACK to an older one, and in case of receiving a NACK from an older processor with the bit set the processor aborts. This solves the deadlock problem, without aborting all of the transactions in the cycle. However, there are still some “false positive”, in the sense that processors can still abort in the absence of any cycle in the system, but this rate is low.

It is possible to adapt the general idea of Directory Reservations to the deadlock avoidance mechanism in LogTM. Here we outline the basic mechanism. Basically, the idea is to add a new field to the Reservation structure containing a timestamp (not depicted in Figure 5). The behaviour is handled as follows, considering the example in Figure 4:

- When processor C requests a, it receives NACKs from processors A and B. These replies contain A and B’s timestamps.
- In the reservation message, C sends the newest timestamp received, which will be stored in the Reservation structure as the “reservation timestamp”.
- Whenever any request for a is received in the directory:
  - If the request comes from a processor in a HW transactional mode, the request is NACKed by the directory and the processor has to wait.
  - If the request comes from a processor in a HW transaction, there are two cases, depending on the request timestamp and the reservation timestamp:
    a) If the reservation timestamp is older than the request, the processor is NACKed by the directory.
    b) If the request timestamp is older than the reservation one, the request is granted.

This policy solves the deadlock case presented in Section 3. If D was older than A or B, then D would not receive a NACK, it would eventually finish and let A and B continue. Otherwise, D would be NACKed by the directory with an older timestamp than its current transaction timestamp. Given that D has already NACKed A and B, its possible cycle bit will be set, and D should abort, thus allowing A and B to continue. This mechanism also covers the case of A or B sharing the line and wanting to modify it inside the transaction. There is a possibility of some reader “ignoring” the reservation and accessing the line (case b above), but that is needed to prevent a deadlock case as presented in Section 3.

5. RELATED WORK
The LogTM HTM model was presented in [12]. The problem of writer starvation in the LogTM model was presented in [1] labelled STARVINGWRITER. In that work the authors propose an improvement by which a starved transaction trying to write a cache line shared by many others aborts the remote transactions. Our approach is different in that we don’t need to abort remote transactions, and we explicitly cover the case of both HW and SW transactions using a hybrid system.

The first approach of a Hybrid Transactional Memory system that can use any generic HTM as the HW acceleration substrate was presented in [2]. This work used the LogTM model as the base HTM, same as our base model. The extension in [9] proposes different transaction execution phases for hybrid systems, such as HARDWARE, HYBRID or SOFTWARE. While we don’t consider such phase division, the proposal of this paper would be applicable to the HARDWARE and HYBRID phases of execution, affecting theomy instead of the locks, and the modelIndicator variable which is checked by all transactions and used to change the execution mode. Even more, the paper also introduces the idea of using scalable non-zero indicators instead of counters in the modelIndicator variable; these would also suffer from strong starvation in the general case. As a note, the authors indicate in the paper that they modified the contention manager in LogTM, changing the stalling mechanism addressed in this work. NZTM [13] is another hybrid proposal (also with a modified contention manager) that achieves zero-indirection STM, eliminating some of the performance overheads of our base STM.

Contention management for TM has been previously considered in many different works such as [2] or [13]. However, as far as we know no other work has addressed cache-line contention management for directory-based hybrid systems.

Many different HW mechanisms have been proposed to improve the performance of shared-memory synchronization and exclusion. Software reader-writer queue-based locks [10], as the ones used in our base hybrid TM, reduce contention by using a queue of waiters, at the cost of increased memory usage. QOLBY [6] was the first proposal to improve shared-memory synchronization, using hardware distributed queues. Memory-side atomic operations, first used in the NYU Ultracomputer [7], perform atomic operations in the memory controller rather than the processors’ caches to prevent cache lines bouncing between processors. Recently proposed Active Memory Operations [5] extend the performance to streams of data. Active Messages [3] is a software proposal to move computation to the owner node, considering that the programmer knows where it resides. As we comment in next section, we are considering the extension of Directory Reservations to support fair access for explicit synchronization. Although possible, we don’t know of any of these works specifically addressing writer starvation in shared-memory synchronization. Even more, the complexity of our directory changes is much lower than any of the previous mechanisms.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Directory Reservations properly used provide fair contention management between SW and HW transactions in a hybrid LogTM-based schema. We have analysed the memory cost of the system, which is low (one bit per directory line and L1, and the additional RT in the directory controller) and does not affect directory access latency. The idea can implement with a very low cost a limited fair queuing handled by the directory hardware. Finally, we have proposed a LogTM-specific version in which there is no deadlock, considering the specific mechanisms used in the original LogTM proposal.
We are also looking at applying the Directory Reservations idea to traditional locking. Considering a system with a Reservation Table implemented, our idea is to allow the programmer to explicitly reserve and release some lines, instead of leaving that task to the coherence protocol when detecting conflicts with HTM transactions. By carefully reserving selected lines in a locking implementation, we believe that it is possible to provide fair access with reduced contention in read-write locks. However, this has to be handled carefully to ensure, for example, that reservations don’t prevent current holders of the lock from releasing it, generating a deadlock. Our initial sketches make us consider that it might be possible to obtain a performance similar to using memory-side atomic operations, exploiting the RT.

We are currently implementing the design in the GEMS simulator [11], using the Hybrid Lock-based system presented in [15]. This hybrid system presents writer starvation in the lock access, which is handled by the Directory Reservations idea. However, we still don’t have results to present in this workshop paper.
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